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I. INTRODUCTION

YOU might be thinking about becoming a dean. You wonder about whether you have what it takes, what you could offer to a law school, and what contributions you could make to advance the mission of a law school. There are many reasons to become a dean, and you probably know them already. If you are thinking about it, you are probably already an associate dean enjoying (usually) the challenges and opportunities offered by being an administrator. You are probably an effective teacher and scholar. You likely enjoy working with faculty, staff, and students, and are good at problem solving. But you might be unsure whether you have the personality to be a successful dean. In particular, if you are an introvert, you might question your ability to be an effective leader.

The common wisdom is that law deans are outgoing people with an easy ability to engage others in conversation and make small talk. In a world sometimes divided into extroverts¹ and introverts, many people think that deans are extroverts and that if you are not an extrovert, you should not think about becoming a dean. I am an introvert and a dean; they are not mutually exclusive. As an introvert, I know there are many reasons to want to be an extrovert because outgoing people are often seen “as smarter, better-looking, more interesting, and more desirable as friends.”² Although the stereotype of a successful leader is an extrovert, in at least one article, Bill Gates and Warren Buffet were both mentioned as introverts.³ Other introverts reportedly include Eleanor Roosevelt, Christina Aguilera, Abraham Lincoln, Charles Darwin, David Letterman, and
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1. There is controversy about the spelling—is it extrovert or extravert? I choose to use extrovert. Patricia T. O’Conner & Stewart Kellerman, Extrovert or Extravert?, GRAMMARPHOBIA (Jan. 11, 2016), http://www.grammarphobia.com/blog/2016/01/extrovert-extravert.html. See also Scott Barry Kaufman, The Difference Between ExtrAversion and ExtrOversion, Sci. AM., http://blogs.scientificamerican.com/beautiful-minds/the-difference-between-extraversion-and-extroversion/ (last visited Jan. 30, 2017) (“Folklore has it that when Carl Jung was once asked which was the correct spelling—ExtrAvert or ExtrOvert—Jung’s secretary wrote back something like, ‘Dr. Jung says it’s ExtrAverted, because ExtrOverted is just bad latin.’”).


Emma Watson. Although none of these people are or were law deans, it’s unlikely they would be considered too introverted to be successful.

II. WHO AND WHAT IS AN INTROVERT?

The usual understanding about introverts is often not positive. We are thought to be shy, to be socially awkward, and to prefer being alone over being with other people. This is not actually true. While some introverts may be shy, others are not. Introverts are not necessarily shy or awkward, and we often like and enjoy spending some time with other people. A more accurate description may be that introverts need time alone to recharge after social situations, while extroverts get their energy from being with other people.

To determine if you are an introvert, try this fun test. As a disclaimer, on the twenty-three-question test, I answered “yes” to twenty-two questions. Perhaps the most telling question to determine if I was an introvert was question #8: “Giving a talk in front of 500 people is less stressful than having to mingle with those people afterwards.” And yes, #8 was among the questions to which I answered “yes.” I am a decided introvert.

If you take any of the many available tests and find out you are an introvert, you may be curious what percentage of the population are like you. Unfortunately, statistics about introverts are not clear. One estimate is that one-third to one-half of the population are introverts, while another estimation puts it at about twenty-five percent. One reason the number of introverts is not really known is, according to at least one expert, because we have set the ideal as extrovert, and many people pretend to be extroverts. Many people are surprised to discover that some people in leadership positions are introverts—perhaps because they judge such leaders based on one-on-one interactions. In my experience with one-on-one encounters, many introverts will come across as
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friendly, sociable, and warm, an impression that is mistaken for being an extrovert.

The definition of an introvert is actually quite complicated. One writer believes that the difference between extroverts and introverts is all about energy, explaining that introverts gather energy by reflection and that they need quiet time to do this, while extroverts gather by being in stimulating situations and by spending time interacting with other people. And while we tend to divide the world into introverts and extroverts, there is some support for the idea that a group of “ambiverts” also exists. There is now more science about the difference between introverts and extroverts, and the dividing line between introverts and extroverts is less clear and may actually be more of a continuum.

III. INTROVERTS AND EXTROVERTS AS LEADERS

Both extroverts and introverts can be effective leaders; each has their strengths. The stereotype, however, appears to be that extroverts must be better leaders and this may lead to the common misconception that all successful leaders are extroverts. In addition, a majority of senior executives believe introverted leaders are liabilities. Only a small minority saw the advantages of an introverted leader.

Many extroverts are attracted to leadership positions and display many of the skills that get them hired as leaders. Indeed, many leaders believe that they are extroverts. In fact, “[s]tudies show that 96 percent of leaders and managers report being extroverted.” An article in Harvard Business School Working Knowledge indicates that while many people may think that the most effective leaders are extroverts, introverts can also be very successful in leadership positions. Both extroverts and introverts can be capable leaders, but the success
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of either may depend on how the employees react to different leadership styles in the organization. One writer believes that introverts can be very effective leaders because of five introvert-specific traits: (1) they think first and talk later; (2) they focus on depth; (3) they exude calm; (4) they prefer writing to talking; and (5) they take “timeouts” to fuel their creativity. Others believe that introverts are capable leaders because they are prudent, learn by listening, leverage their quiet nature, have humility, can manage uncertainty, and can work alone.

The qualities that introverts bring to leadership positions are often overlooked. According to one expert, “although extroverts show many of the strengths people associate with leadership—like decisiveness—the less obvious leadership qualities that introverts display can be more important in day-to-day teamwork.” One study showed that introverted leaders may listen to and implement suggestions of others more than extroverts. This, in turn, may encourage employees to be more proactive and take more initiative in the workplace. According to an article in Forbes, introverted leaders exude calm, they think first and talk second, and they focus on depth. Additionally, with introverted leaders “[y]ou really see a pattern of being conscientious, wanting to do a good job, being creative, good at problem solving. They’re really good at one-on-one kinds of work.” The leadership qualities introverts have are many, but they may differ from extroverts in their leadership style. Although extroverts are more likely to seek and obtain leadership positions, they are not necessarily better leaders than more introverted people.

Although the stereotype of the outgoing, gregarious, extroverted leader still exists, recent scholarship tends to sing the praises of introverts, or at least give introversion a more positive spin. The upsides of being an introvert include that they may work more slowly and deliberately; they have great concentration; they are not impressed with wealth or fame; they may be quite sensitive; and they tend to have a very strong conscience. Scholars even claim introverts have a “propensity for balanced and critical thinking; and they feel comfortable empowering others.” There is also a plethora of advice books about being an
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introvert, so a quick search on Amazon.com can reveal that introversion is getting a new look.27

The skills that an introvert brings to being a dean are important. While it may be true that the characteristics extroverts possess result in them being chosen more frequently for leadership positions, introverts provide great value as leaders too. According to the experts, introverts are great listeners and there is no such thing as listening too much to faculty, student, or alumni concerns. Most of a dean’s work, especially today, is about managing uncertainty, and introverts are supposed to excel at handling uncertainty. Uncertainty is constant within the dean’s job. How is the budget? How are admissions going? What will the bar passage rate be? What kind of jobs will our new graduates get? Deans deal with these questions every day.

Introverts also may also be more skilled in one-on-one situations. I like to think that some of my best moments have been dealing with difficult issues, one-on-one or in small groups, with students or faculty. Deans, like all lawyers, need to be good at providing creative solutions to problems. This is a very valuable leadership skill and one that introverts are supposed to possess.

IV. BEING AN INTROVERTED DEAN

If we accept the proposition that extroverts can work the room well, are decisive, are talented public speakers, and are more charismatic than introverts, how does an introvert actually function in public fora as a dean? While it is easy to think of a dean spending lots of time in crowded rooms, most of a dean’s work is not just working a crowd. Talking with faculty, especially one-on-one or at faculty meetings, does not tax the introvert, although it may be difficult for reasons totally unrelated to being an introvert.

Much of a dean’s work is not dependent on being an extrovert. However, deans do a lot of socializing with students and alumni, and deans are responsible for extensive fundraising. These activities are possible as an introvert, but if it causes concern, some planning might be necessary.28 You can even find toolkits for introverted leaders online.29 And wouldn’t online toolkits be better for an introvert than sending him or her to an in-person class where he or she would have to meet new people and network? Consider a class in leadership or fundraising. For many of us introverts, an online class on one of those subjects might be preferable to the personal interaction and networking in an in-person class.

Many prospective and new deans fear fundraising. I have to admit that it was scary for me at first too; but now, meeting with alums is one of the best parts


of my job. Think of it this way—you have the privilege to meet with alums, talk to them one-on-one, and hear their stories. That is wonderful and interesting—even for me, a declared introvert.

Harder for me are the larger receptions where I need to “work the room.” If left to my own devices in that kind of setting, I would run away. But meeting and greeting large numbers of people is my job. It may be that because it is my job, as opposed to mere socializing, I have found that I can do it. I do not love it, but I can do it. Note that I would never personally attend a large party to meet new people. If, in my personal life, I actually attended a large party, it would be to see people I already knew, while an extrovert might attend such parties to meet new people. I have nothing against new people, and occasionally I meet some I really like and would like to see again—but it is not my reason for going. But dealing with large receptions and group events as a dean is my job, and it is also something I can do and often do. After any large gathering where you must do more than sit in the corner and look at your cell phone, you may be exhausted. You may want to get into bed and pull the covers up over your head or read a book. But the large gathering was successful, and no one knew you were an introvert.

In planning your day as an introverted dean, you will need to look at the time you must spend with other people. If it is most of the day, although mostly dealing with small groups or individuals, you know exhaustion may be awaiting you, resulting in just wanting to go home. If you have a large event scheduled, you might need some down time after it. Down time for me does not need to be long—but it must be quiet. Often, I can arrange my schedule so that the events that are difficult and taxing for me are not scheduled back-to-back and, therefore, I am able to enjoy some down time between such events. For example, when I am traveling for work and I know I will be meeting lots of people, I try to take advantage of the down time on airplanes for energy-generating activities like reading or watching a movie.  

V. CONCLUSION

There are many wonderful reasons to become a dean. The work can be challenging, satisfying, and fun, and deans get to contribute to the future of their institutions and the people in it. Notably, being a dean can be very hard work, and the rewards are not always evident. However, introverted deans can be very effective leaders, and being an introvert should not cause good leaders to ignore the opportunity of becoming a dean.

30. I have what I refer to as my emergency headphones, so if I am seated on an airplane next to someone very chatty, I put in my earphones. It doesn’t matter whether I am actually listening to anything, but it sends a signal to the person next to me that I am not talking.